COMPANY PROFILE
MAPFRE wants to be your trusted insurance company. We have a leading position in the major global markets.
We are the foremost multinational insurance group in Latin America and leaders in non-life insurance in the
region. We are among the top 10 insurers in Europe and the top 20 automobile insurance providers in the
United States.

We're a Global Insurance Company. We can satisfy your insurance needs anytime, anyplace. We
do business in over 100 countries on all five continents, and we're the leading insurance company in
the Spanish market.

We are Service. At the heart of our operations are the more than 37 million clients who place their
trust in us. We insure people: protecting their goods and managing their savings. We insure
professionals and businesses, supporting them through the challenging times. And we cover major
risks, placing the emphasis on prevention.

We are Talent. We have highly trained teams in place to ensure that we remain market leaders. Our
36,000 employees, 84,000 brokers and 5,400 offices are entirely at your disposal, offering a
comprehensive portfolio of products worldwide.

We are Innovation. We seek solutions that address new challenges, and we respond in the event of
major disasters. We provide our clients with full support by harnessing the latest technology. We help
to drive digital transformation in the world via products designed to cater to future risks, even covering
activities that do not yet exist.

We are Commitment. It is our duty to establish a solvent and profitable business, but never at the
expense of sustainable engagement with the environment around us. The Fundación MAPFRE not
only provides shareholding stability, it also delivers on our mission of driving development in the
communities within our footprint, taking action to enhance quality of life for around 17 million people in
29 countries.

